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**General Education Requirements**

- **Language Science: For Use with Catalogue Year 2018-19 or later**
- This B.A. Check is for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. Please refer to the UCI General Catalogue.
- www.langsci.uci.edu/undergrad  SST 779, (949) 824-1520, langsci@uci.edu

---

**Student Name________________________________________________________ ID Number: ___________________________________**

---

**Advisor:**

**Date:**

**Prospective:**

**UC Entry-Level WR:**

**American History :**

**American Institutions :**

---

**General Education Requirements**

Please refer to your General Catalogue for information regarding the proper courses.

---

1) Cat. I: Writing

☐ LD

☐ Upper-Division

---

2) Cat. II: Science & Technology

☐

---


Satisfied by the Lang Sci Major

---

4) Cat. IV: Arts & Humanities

☐

---

5) Cat. V: Math

(Must be taken for a letter grade)

Soc Sci 10A-B-C OR

Math (Calc) 2A**-2B & Stats 7

** To be eligible for Math 2A, Calculus Placement Exam may be required:

www.testingcenter.uci.edu

SS 10A ______ Math 2A

SS 10B ______ OR Math 2B

SS 10C ______ Stats 7

---

6) Cat. VI: Language other than English

☐

H.S. (3 years) ______ or 1C

AP SAT Exam Exemp Exam

For language placement/exemption exam:

www.testingcenter.uci.edu

---

7) Cat. VII: Multicultural Studies

☐

---

8) Cat. VIII: Int’l/Global Issues

☐

---

9) School of Social Science

Computer technology requirement

Soc Sci 3A or ICS 31

One Course Only

---

10) LANGUAGE SCIENCE CORE (5):

☐ LSCI 3 Intro to Linguistics

☐ LSCI 10 Intro to Phonology (p/r: Ling 3)

☐ LSCI 20 Intro to Syntax (p/r: Ling 3)

☐ LSCI 43 Symbolic Logic (p/r: LPS/Phil 30)

☐ LSCI 51 Acquisition of Lang (=Psy 56L)

---

11) NATURAL/FORMAL LANGUAGE (2)

Select any 2 courses from the following:

LSCI 164A (Romance Lang), LSCI 164B (French Phonetics) (p/r: French 1C), LSCI 165B (Structure of Jpsn)(=EAS 123), LSCI 172 (Hist of English) (p/r: LSCI 3), Span 113A (Span Phonetics) (p/r: Span 3A/H & 3B), Span 113B (Span Ling) (p/r: Span 3A/H & 3B), German 104 (Grmn Ling) (p/r: 2C w/ “C” or better), “3-level” or higher level of non-English language (If you place out of 3-level lang by UCI Placement Exam, this reqt is satisfied. If UCI doesn’t offer the 3x level in that language, please contact the Undergrad Director to potentially have this requirement waived.)

LSCI 102 (Formal Lang Automata) (= CS 162) (p/r: ICS 46, Math 2B, ICS 6B, ICS 6D)

LSCI 142 (Logic) (= LPS/Phil 104),

LSCI 145A (Set Theory) (= LPS/Phil 105A)

---

12) ADDITIONAL CORE (5):

Select any 5 LSCI courses NOT listed in sections 10, 11, or 13 (above and right); 3 must be upper-division.

These courses include:

LSCI 1 (Lang of World), 2 (Discover Lang), 68 (Lang & Cult) (=Ant 20A, 111 (Phonology),

115 (Phonetics) (p/r: Ling 3), 121 (Syntax) (p/r: Ling 20), 143 (Formal Semantics) (p/r: Ling 43/LPS 30/Phil 30/Ling 142/LPS 104/Phil 104- must be “A”-or better),

145B (Metalogic) (=LPS/Phil 105B) (p/r: Ling 145A/LPS 105A/Phil 105A), 145C (Decidability & Incompleteness) (=LPS/Phil 105C) (p/r: Ling 145B/LPS 105B/Phil 105B),

151 (Acquisition of Lang I) (formerly Ling 150) (= Psy 156A),

155 (Psych of Lang) (= Psy 150),


1685 (Lang & Soc Cognition) (= Anth 150A),

195A/B/C (Lang Sci Research),

LSCI 199 or other 199 (research course with faculty affiliated with Lang Sci) (must be taken for 4 units)

---

13) SPECIALIZATIONS (4):

Select 4 courses from the following, coming from at least 2 of the categories listed below:

A [Theoretical]

LSCI 112 (p/r: Ling 111), 119, 124, 129, 141 (=LPS/Phil 145),

149, 176 (p/r: Ling 3/Span 113A),

Span 187 (p/r: Span 3A/H & 3B)

B [Behavioral & Neuroscientific]

LSCI 151A, 151B (p/r: Ling 151/Psy 156A or consent of instructor),

151S (p/r: Ling 3/Span 3B), 159, 165L (p/r: Psy 156A with “A” or better, or consent of instructor), 175 (=Anth 152A/His 135G/Eng 105)

C [Computational]

LSCI 107M (=Psy 157M) (p/r: Ling 151/Psy 156A/156B),

Comp 142A (p/r: Comp 141/n4matx 101), 142B (p/r: Comp 142A), 171 (p/r: Math 2B & ICS 46 & Stat 67 & Stat 7+120A),

177 (p/r: Math 2B & Stat 67 & ICS 6B & ICS 6A/ICS 6N)

D [Applied]


Chinese 100A-B-C (p/r: Chns/Jpns/Poln 93),

Japns 100A-B (p/r: jnps 3C),

EAS 125, Educ 134, 151 (=PSB 192V),

BME 148 (p/r: BME 111),

---

14) IF NECESSARY:

1-3 Additional Lang Sci or School of Soc Sci courses (UD):

Please remember that you must complete at least 9 separate upper-division courses. If you have already completed 9 UD courses with Lang Sci requirements, then this section is NOT REQUIRED.

---

**Minimum units required**

- **180.0**

- **Units in progress**

- **- ________**

- **Minus completed units**

- **- ________**

- **Remaining Units**

- **=   ________**

- **Estimated units to complete**

---

**Disclaimer:** It is your responsibility to retain copies of degree checks if you are not a declared major